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Abstract—
Battery-free devices enable sensing in hard-to-access locations, opening up new opportunities in various fields such as healthcare, space, or civil engineering. Such devices harvest ambient energy and store it in a capacitor. Due to the unpredictable nature of the harvested energy, a power failure can occur at any time, resulting in a loss of all non-persistent information (e.g., processor registers, data stored in volatile memory). Checkpointing volatile data in non-volatile memory allows the system to recover after a power failure, but raises two issues: (i) spatial and temporal placement of checkpoints; (ii) memory allocation of variables between volatile and non-volatile memory, with the overall objective of using energy as efficiently as possible.

While many techniques rely on the developer to address these issues, we present SCHEMATIC, a compiler technique that automates checkpoint placement and memory allocation to minimize the overall energy consumption. SCHEMATIC ensures that programs will eventually terminate (forward progress property). Moreover, checkpoint placement and memory allocation adapt to the size of the energy buffer and the capacity of volatile memory. SCHEMATIC takes advantage of volatile memory (VM) to reduce the energy consumed, by automatically placing the most used variables in VM.

We tested SCHEMATIC for different experimental settings (size of volatile memory and capacitor) and results show an average energy reduction of 51% compared to related techniques.

Index Terms—Embedded systems, Intermittent computing, Memory management, Checkpointing

I. INTRODUCTION

Battery-free devices allow sensing in hard-to-access locations, with low maintenance costs and environmental impact [1–4]. These devices harvest energy from their environment (sun, wind, vibrations) [5,6]. Instead of relying on a battery, they store the harvested energy in a small energy buffer (super-capacitor, capacitor for short in the rest of the paper). The harvested energy is usually neither sufficient nor stable enough to power the device continuously and perform long-running computations. Therefore, program execution spans over several computation phases, interleaved by power-off states. The underlying model of computation is known as intermittent computing [6].

Intermittent computing raises challenges for system designers since all volatile data (CPU registers, such as the program counter, and volatile memory, if any) is lost upon power-off. In such context, any progress made since the last power failure is lost, hindering the successful completion of the program. As of today, different approaches have been designed to ensure that programs will eventually terminate despite power failures (forward progress property [7]). Such techniques rely on specialized hardware or on specific software techniques. At a software level, many solutions have been developed to regularly save volatile data into non-volatile memory (checkpointing). Some solutions perform static checkpointing by computing at compile-time the locations in program code where backup operations will be performed [8,9]. Other solutions rely on measurements to estimate the energy available in the capacitor and trigger checkpointing operations just before the capacitor runs out of energy (dynamic checkpointing [10,11]).

Microcontrollers used in intermittent computing often have two kinds of memory: a fast, small and energy-efficient volatile memory (VM) and a larger non-volatile memory (NVM). The energy efficiency of VM would suggest storing all data in VM to save energy (even with efficient emerging NVM technologies such as FRAM, NVM accesses still consume up to 2.47× more than VM accesses [12]). However, data allocated in VM are lost in case of power failures, and therefore have to be checkpointed in NVM, which introduces an overhead. Additionally, the size of VM is limited, and in general small (a few KB on most platforms). This is why hybrid VM/NVM architectures allow splitting the memory of a program between VM and NVM. Nonetheless, storing data in NVM may result in inconsistencies between VM and NVM when the application code is re-executed after a power failure (memory anomalies [13,14]).

Our contribution. Putting the placement of checkpoints and the memory allocation of variables under the exclusive responsibility of the developers is time-consuming, error-prone and may yield sub-optimal performance. We propose SCHEMATIC1 to automate checkpoint placement and variable allocation in hybrid VM/NVM architectures. The objective of SCHEMATIC is to minimize the program’s energy consumption while ensuring forward progress. At compile-time, SCHEMATIC places checkpoints and decides of the memory allocation of variables in polynomial time. At run-time, when a checkpoint location is reached, volatile data is saved in NVM and the platform waits until the capacitor is fully replenished.

SCHEMATIC relies on an energy-aware approach: it assumes that the worst-case energy consumption (WCEC) of any activity in the system is known and leverages this knowledge to place checkpoints, such that all the code between two checkpoints can always be executed with no power failure.

1SCHEMATIC stands for Simultaneous Checkpoint Placement and Memory Allocation Tailored for Intermittent Computing
Therefore, SCHEMATIC ensures that any code will eventually terminate (forward progress). Execution never rolls back, thus no energy is wasted in re-executions.

In contrast to previous approaches that concentrate on either checkpoint placement or memory allocation, SCHEMATIC is, to the best of our knowledge, the first contribution to address both problems simultaneously. Additionally, SCHEMATIC takes into account the restricted size of VM, a consideration overlooked by related work. An extensive evaluation of SCHEMATIC compared to existing techniques shows that it allows significant energy reductions (51% on average), and that it is able to run programs correctly until termination when other solutions cannot.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II first gives a motivating example for SCHEMATIC and describes the research problem addressed. Section III is then devoted to an in-depth description of the compile-time and run-time operations carried out by SCHEMATIC. An experimental evaluation of SCHEMATIC is given in Section IV. SCHEMATIC is compared to related work in Section V. We discuss SCHEMATIC safety in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.

II. MOTIVATIONS AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. Motivating example

Let us motivate the rationale behind SCHEMATIC on a simple yet realistic example, depicted in Figure 1. The C code in the figure computes the sum of the elements of an array (variable array) and stores it in the scalar variable sum. Variable sum is subsequently used as a parameter to a function call to function f. For the sake of demonstration, we assume that compiler optimizations do not promote variables to registers. Let us consider a static checkpointing scheme, that saves all volatile data (variables and registers) in NVM at predetermined code locations (through a call to function save_state in the figure).

```c
1 int sum = 0;
2 save_state();
3 for(int i=offset; i<SIZE; i++)
4   sum += array[i];
5 /* .... */
6 save_state();
7 class = f(sum);
8 save_state();
```

Fig. 1. Source code for a motivating example

1) Motivation for energy-efficient memory allocation: During the first phase of the program (lines 3–4), variable sum is frequently accessed. Thus, the energy gain of storing sum in VM counterbalances the cost of loading it from NVM at startup and saving it in NVM on a checkpoint. Allocating sum to VM is the best option in this case.

During the second phase of the program (line 7), assumed to take place much later, keeping sum in NVM is more appropriate, since loading it in VM would consume more energy than the energy gained for the unique access to sum. This motivates the need for a method that changes the memory allocation of variables during the program execution.

Since the size of the VM is limited, not all variables can be allocated in VM, even though it would be energy-efficient to do so. To avoid the cumbersome task of manual memory allocation of variables, compiler support for memory allocation, as provided by SCHEMATIC is obviously valuable.

2) Motivation for joint memory allocation and checkpoint placement: The decision-making process for checkpoint placement is inherently linked to memory allocation. For instance, it may happen in Figure 1 that there is not enough energy to execute the code between lines 2 and 6 if variable sum is allocated to NVM, whereas it becomes possible to do so when sum is stored in VM.

Conversely, the selection of a memory allocation depends on the location of the checkpoints. As an example, if a checkpoint is placed in the loop body (line 4) there may no longer be a benefit in allocating sum to VM as it would require checkpointing at each iteration. Furthermore, checkpoint locations are natural points to change the memory allocation of variables, since saving a checkpoint copies a variable in NVM and therefore hides variable migration overhead.

As one can see, the memory allocation and checkpoint placement problems are inter-dependent and should be solved jointly. The complexity of solving both problems simultaneously motivates compiler support.

SCHEMATIC provides such a compiler support for statically selecting the location of checkpoints in the code and jointly selecting the allocation of variables, that may change only at these points. The technique is fully automatic, minimizes the overall energy consumption (including checkpointing overhead) and copes with the limited capacity of the VM.

B. Problem statement

More formally, the research problem addressed by SCHEMATIC is the following.

Inputs and assumptions:

- SCHEMATIC assumes a hybrid architecture with NVM and VM, as displayed in Figure 2. The NVM is assumed to be large enough to store all application code and data. The VM is assumed to be smaller, with a size $S_{VM}$.
- The platform is equipped with a capacitor with known limited energy storage $E_B$.
- A safe yet precise worst-case energy consumption model is provided as an input to SCHEMATIC.

The energy available in the capacitor ($E_B$) depends on many factors such as manufacturing, aging or temperature [15,16]. The evaluation of $E_B$ is discussed in Section VI and is considered as outside of the scope of this paper.

Problem statement: SCHEMATIC addresses the problem of checkpoint placement and variable allocation in intermittent computing systems, in order to minimize energy consumption.

Guarantees:

- Forward progress. Checkpoint placement in SCHEMATIC guarantees that any calculation eventually terminates; the execution will not remain trapped in endless re-executions due to repetitive power failures.
- Absence of memory anomalies. SCHEMATIC prevents code re-executions by making sure that the energy required to run the program between any two successive
checkpoints is always below $E_B$, and that the capacitor is replenished at each checkpoint location. As a consequence, inconsistencies between VM and NVM (memory anomalies) are avoided by design.

- **Best-effort energy minimization.** Checkpoint placement and memory allocation are designed to minimize energy consumption on the most frequently executed paths.

- **Efficient usage of VM.** SCHEMATIC allocates variables in VM to reduce energy consumption, and transparently ensures that at any time, the volume of data allocated to VM is lower than or equal to $S_{VM}$.

### III. SCHEMATIC: Joint Checkpoint Placement and Memory Allocation

#### A. Overview of SCHEMATIC

SCHEMATIC provides a compile-time technique that both determines (i) the locations where volatile data is saved in NVM (checkpoint locations) and (ii) the allocation of variables (VM or NVM) between checkpoint locations.

At run-time, when a statically-selected checkpoint location is reached, volatile data (processor registers, data allocated in VM) is saved in NVM (see Figure 3, label □). Then the system remains in standby until the capacitor is fully charged (□). During this standby period, the system is put into sleep mode and wakes up regularly to measure the voltage across the capacitor. Should a power failure occur during a standby period, the system goes back to sleep on restart. When measurements indicate that the capacitor is fully charged, the state of the program is restored (□), and the execution is resumed (□). The top curve in Figure 3 depicts the evolution of the state of charge of the capacitor during the different phases (program execution, energy replenishment).

SCHEMATIC determines variable allocations (VM or NVM) at compile-time. The allocation of a variable may change at run-time, but the points where the allocation may change (checkpoint locations) are defined at compile-time. Memory allocation is performed at the granularity of variables in the source code (scalars, structs, arrays considered as a whole).

SCHEMATIC analyzes and modifies a program using its Control Flow Graph (CFG) representation. The execution of a program may give rise to a number of execution paths at run-time, a path being defined as an ordered sequence of basic blocks, starting from the CFG’s entry point and ending at one of its exit points.

SCHEMATIC positions the checkpoint locations and selects the allocation of variables with the objective of minimizing the energy required to run the most frequently executed paths (path frequency is determined experimentally as detailed in section III-A3). The flow of the algorithm is as follows:

1) Select a path to analyze.

2) Decide on checkpoints placement and memory allocation along this path, such that computations between checkpoints, given the selected allocation of variables, can be executed within the energy budget $E_B$.

3) Modify the program code to insert save/restore instructions at selected checkpoint locations and set the targets of memory accesses (VM or NVM) according to the selected memory allocation.

4) Repeat the process until all basic blocks of the CFG have been analyzed. The decisions made by SCHEMATIC along a path are final. When examining a yet unprocessed path, the memory allocations and checkpoint placements are inherited from the previous iterations.

The locations SCHEMATIC is considering for checkpoint placement are the CFG edges. During the program analysis performed by SCHEMATIC, some of the potential checkpoints locations become enabled, meaning that instructions are inserted in the code to save and restore volatile data. The remaining checkpoints locations are disabled. They do not result in any overhead since checkpoint locations are selected at compile-time.

Sections III-A1 to III-A3 first describe SCHEMATIC checkpoint placement and memory allocation on a simple program. Section III-B then focuses on how SCHEMATIC handles function calls and loops. Finally, Section III-C derives the complexity of SCHEMATIC’s analysis.

1) **Analysis on one path using the Reachable Checkpoint Graph (RCG):** In this section, we describe how SCHEMATIC analyzes a path on an example CFG depicted in Figure 4.a. The locations SCHEMATIC is considering for checkpoint placement are edges $AB$, $AC$, $BD$ and $CD$, resulting in four potential checkpoint locations $(c_{AB}, c_{AC}, c_{BD}$ and $c_{CD})$. Let us consider that the path $(A, B, D)$ is analyzed first. Figure 4.b displays information along this path before analysis. The goal of the analysis is to set the memory allocation of $sum$ on this path, as well as the status of the checkpoint locations $c_{AB}$ and $c_{BD}$: enabled (a checkpoint will be inserted at this location) or disabled.

The analysis uses the concept of Reachable Checkpoint Graphs (RCGs). A RCG is built from a given CFG path, and

---

2Without loss of generality, we assume that basic blocks need less than $E_B$ energy to execute (those requiring more than $E_B$ are split to fit in the energy budget).
captures the energy consumed between potential checkpoint locations. A node of the RCG represents a potential checkpoint location \( c_x \). An edge \((c_1, c_2)\) in the RCG links two potential checkpoint locations \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \). An edge \((c_1, c_2)\) exists if it is possible to reach \( c_2 \) from \( c_1 \) in less than the energy budget \( E_B \). Each edge is associated with an energy cost and a memory allocation. The cost corresponds to the energy needed to reach \( c_2 \) from \( c_1 \) considering the memory allocation of each variable (VM or NVM) that results in minimal energy consumption. The energy cost includes:

- The energy to restore the volatile data at location \( c_1 \).
- The energy to execute the basic blocks along the analyzed path with the selected memory allocation. Selection of a memory allocation is detailed in the next paragraph.
- The energy to save volatile data into NVM at location \( c_2 \).

The absence of an edge from \( c_1 \) to \( c_2 \) means that there is no memory allocation that makes it possible to reach \( c_2 \) from \( c_1 \) with energy budget \( E_B \).

Two virtual nodes \( \text{start} \) and \( \text{end} \) represent the beginning and the end of the analyzed path. Each path from \( \text{start} \) to \( \text{end} \) corresponds to a valid placement of checkpoints for the analyzed path, with its corresponding memory allocations.

The shortest path from \( \text{start} \) to \( \text{end} \) therefore represents the placement checkpoint and memory allocation that minimizes the energy consumed along the path. All checkpoint locations along the shortest path are enabled, while other checkpoint locations in the RCG are disabled. The selected memory allocations are the ones appearing on the edges of the shortest path.

Figure 5 represents the RCG for the CFG path \((A, B, D)\). We consider a platform energy budget \( E_B \) of 20 energy units. Potential checkpoint locations for this path are \( c_{AB} \) and \( c_{BD} \). The RCG contains two possible paths from \( \text{start} \) to \( \text{end} \). We can either choose \( c_{AB} \) and \( c_{BD} \) as checkpoint locations – path \((\text{start}, c_{AB}, c_{BD}, \text{end})\) –, or only enable \( c_{AB} \) – path \((\text{start}, c_{AB}, \text{end})\). The shortest path in this case is \((\text{start}, c_{AB}, \text{end})\) thus we will only insert instructions to save/restore volatile data at checkpoint location \( c_{AB} \) (between the basic blocks \( A \) and \( B \)).

The total cost of executing this path is 35 energy units. Figure 4.c depicts the result of the analysis.

2) Selection of a memory allocation: In order to build the RCG, the energy required to go from a potential checkpoint location \( c_1 \) to another potential checkpoint location \( c_2 \) has to be determined, and this cost obviously depends on the allocation of variables referenced in the interval \([c_1, c_2]\), for the path under analysis.

The selection of the memory allocation of each variable is based on a cost function, that defines the gain obtained by placing a variable \( v \) in VM compared to NVM.

There is an energy gain when performing each access to VM instead of NVM (\( \Delta E_W \) for a write access, \( \Delta E_R \) for a read access). On the downside, there is an energy cost of \( E_{\text{save/restore}} \) when allocating a variable \( v \) in VM, due to the overhead of restoring the variable at checkpoint \( c_1 \) and saving it in NVM at checkpoint \( c_2 \). The overall gain is therefore:

\[
gain_v = \Delta E_W \times n_W + \Delta E_R \times n_R - E_{\text{save/restore}}
\]

where \( n_W \) and \( n_R \) are the numbers of write and read accesses to \( v \) in the interval. Repetitive accesses to a variable are required to recoup the overhead of checkpointing the variable.

Calculating this gain for all variables not only gives information on the benefit of placing a variable in VM, but also allows us to prioritize variables to be stored in VM in case of limited VM space. In order to maximize the overall gain for a limited size memory, \textsc{schematic} sorts the variables by decreasing gain to size ratios. Thus, if multiple variables share the same gain, the smaller ones are allocated in priority, allowing to fit more variables in VM. Variables are allocated in VM contiguously, until either the list of variables with positive gains is exhausted or the VM is full.

Remark that each variable \( v \) in \textsc{schematic} has a single address in NVM, attributed by the compiler toolchain. Additionally, when \textsc{schematic} allocates a variable in VM in an interval \([c_1, c_2]\), it is given an address in VM, that does not
change in the interval. Nevertheless, \( v \) may be attributed a different address in VM if loaded in VM for another interval.

**Optimization of checkpointing by accounting for variable liveness.** Schematic exploits information about the liveness of variables to reduce the checkpointing overhead. If a VM variable \( v \) is not used after a checkpoint \( c_2 \), we do not need to save it. Similarly, if the first access to \( v \) after a checkpoint \( c_1 \) is a write access, we do not restore it, as its value will be overwritten.

The overhead \( E_{\text{save/restore}} \) used in Schematic (see Equation 1) for a variable \( v \) depends on its size but also on its liveness, and is computed as follows:

\[
E_{\text{save/restore}} = E_{\text{restore}} \times \text{live}_c + E_{\text{save}} \times \text{live}_c
\]

where \( E_{\text{restore}} \) represents the cost to restore \( v \), \( E_{\text{save}} \) the cost to save \( v \) and live \( _X = 1 \) if \( v \) is live at the checkpoint location \( X \), and equals 0 otherwise.

3) **Path exploration and coverage issues:** To reduce consumed energy in priority for the most common paths, the different paths are iteratively analyzed, by decreasing frequency. The decisions made by Schematic along a path are final. Path prioritization is performed by extensive instrumentation of the code with varied input data, to gather execution traces, formed of sequences of executed basic blocks. Traces are sorted on a per-function basis. It may happen that despite extensive instrumentation, some portions of code never get executed. Paths are formed from these never-executed codes from the CFG, and are analyzed at the end of the algorithm to ensure complete code coverage.

When analyzing a new path \( p \), only the segments of \( p \) that do not overlap with already analyzed paths are explored. The exploration of those segments inherits from the results for already analyzed paths, in the following way. Information is attached to the basic blocks from already analyzed paths: the memory allocation for the basic block, the energy left after its execution \( E_{\text{left}} \), and the energy to leave to the basic block in order to be able to reach the next checkpoints \( E_{\text{to leave}} \).

When constructing the reachable checkpoint graph for a segment of path \( p \) containing already analyzed basic blocks, the criteria to determine if an edge \( (c_i, c_j) \) is present in the RCG slightly changes. Specifically, the following adjustments are made:

- When evaluating the edges originating from the start node, the criterion taken into account is \( E_{\text{left}} \), rather than the energy budget \( E_B \).

- Similarly, for the edges directed towards the end node, the criterion shifts from the \( E_B \) to the difference between the energy budget and the energy to leave \( (E_B - E_{\text{to leave}}) \).

The energy left and energy to leave are recomputed and propagated after each new path analysis. Through the whole analysis, the energy left can only decrease while the energy to leave can only increase. By doing so, the analysis of new paths adapts to the constraints imposed by previously analyzed paths, guaranteeing a conservative checkpoint placement.

In our example, basic block \( A \) holds the information that the energy left after its execution is 4 \( (E_B = 20, A's \ execution \ cost \ is \ 16) \). The energy to leave to \( A \) in order to reach checkpoint \( c_{AB} \) is 16. This energy may increase if no checkpoint is placed at \( c_{AC} \).

**B. Handling of function calls and loops**

1) **Handling of function calls:** The main challenge with functions is that they can be called from different places in the code. As checkpoint placement and memory allocation of a function is decided at compile-time and is context-independent, the decisions taken have to be the same for all calling contexts.

Functions are analyzed through a traversal of the function call graph, in reverse topological order, such that every function is always analyzed before its caller. Schematic currently handles non-recursive functions only.\(^3\) A decision (checkpoint placement, memory allocation), taken for a given function in the call graph is imposed to the predecessor function(s) in the call graph. Analysis of functions is greedy: once a decision is taken for a given function, it is never reconsidered later on.

The analysis of leaf functions (functions with no successor in the call graph) proceeds as previously described in Section III-A. For a function \( f_{\text{callee}} \) that includes a call to a function \( f_{\text{caller}} \), one must take into account the constraints established by the analysis of \( f_{\text{callee}} \).

If \( f_{\text{callee}} \) does not include any checkpoint, then all of its basic blocks share the same memory allocation, as changes of memory allocation are performed on checkpoints. In this case, we can treat the function call to \( f_{\text{callee}} \) as a single basic block in the analysis of \( f_{\text{caller}} \). On the other hand, if \( f_{\text{callee}} \) does have one or several checkpoints, then there may be different variable allocations when entering and exiting the function. Therefore, when analyzing \( f_{\text{caller}} \), we must take into account the memory allocation and energy required to execute \( f_{\text{callee}} \) up to the first checkpoint(s) in \( f_{\text{callee}} \), as well as the memory allocation and remaining energy when exiting \( f_{\text{callee}} \). We further impose when analyzing a function that there is a single memory allocation when exiting the function, regardless of the number of exit points.

2) **Handling of loops:** We handle loops in a manner similar to functions. Schematic handles natural loops (strongly connected components of the CFG with a single entry point, called loop header). Without loss of generality, our description of loop handling in Schematic will assume a single back-edge (CFG edge from any basic block of the loop body back to the loop header) per loop. The source node of the back edge is named loop latch.

Loops are analyzed through a bottom-up traversal of the loop nesting tree (i.e., in the case of nested loops, inner loops are analyzed before outer loops).

A straightforward approach for handling loops would be to place a checkpoint on the loop back-edge and ensure one iteration of the loop can be executed within the energy budget. This guarantees the loop forward progress, but leads to unnecessary checkpointing overhead. Instead, we estimate the maximum number of loop iterations that can be executed before it is necessary to perform a checkpoint and then

\(^3\)We do not consider this as a significant restriction, since recursion is usually considered as a bad practice in embedded system development.
implement a conditional checkpointing scheme based on the number of iterations performed.

Loop analysis is performed in two steps, detailed below and shown in Algorithm 1:

**Step 1. Analysis of one iteration (line 1).** This first step processes one iteration of the loop using the algorithm of Section III-A. The algorithm is applied on the loop body with the back-edge removed. The result of the analysis is the memory allocation of the variables accessed in the loop body and the placement of checkpoints for one iteration of the loop. The algorithm will choose to place a checkpoint only if there is not enough energy to execute the entire loop body.

**Step 2. Analysis of the entire loop (lines 2–10).** The objective of this step is to decide if a checkpoint has to be placed on the loop back-edge, and how many iterations can be performed without saving volatile data. If the loop header and loop latch memory allocations are not the same, we need to place a checkpoint in order to change memory allocations between those two basic blocks (line 2).

If the loop header and the loop latch share the same memory allocation, it is not necessary to change memory allocation at each iteration. To reduce the overhead of checkpointing, a conditional checkpointing scheme is designed: save/restore operations occur once every num\(_i\) loop iterations, with num\(_i\) the number of loop iterations that can be executed within the energy budget of the platform E\(_B\) (lines 5–10).

When num\(_i\) is greater than the maximum number of iterations of the loop, no conditional checkpointing code is inserted. The maximum number of iterations of loops is provided using annotations.

### Algorithm 1 Loop analysis in SCHEMATIC

1. **Step 1. Analyze the loop body, without the backedge**
   
   AnalyzeCFG(LoopBodyNoBackedge)

2. **Step 2. Determine if a backedge checkpoint is needed**
   
   if header.mem.alloc ≠ latch.mem.alloc then
   
   backedge_chkpt ← yes
   
   return

3. **Step 3. Compute the energy budget**
   
   E\(_{loop}\) ← header.E\(_{l_{left}}\) − latch.E\(_{l_{left}}\)

4. **Step 4. Compute the number of iterations**
   
   num\(_i\) ← ⌊ E\(_B\) / E\(_{loop}\) ⌋

5. **Step 5. Check the condition**
   
   if num\(_i\) > max\(_i\) then
   
   backedge_chkpt ← no

6. **Step 6. Place the checkpoint**
   
   backedge_chkpt ← every num\(_i\) iterations

### C. Complexity considerations

In this section, we derive the complexity of the analysis of SCHEMATIC, based on the number of edges (E) and nodes (V) in a CFG.

To do so, we first focus on the complexity of the analysis of one path, that involves three main steps, namely building the RCG, identifying the shortest path in the RCG, and inserting checkpointing instructions into the code.

Building the RCG involves examining every possible combination of potential checkpoint location (c\(_i\), c\(_j\)) where i < j. This process can be accomplished in polynomial time, specifically \(O(E^2)\). The next step, finding the shortest path in the RCG, is accomplished using Dijkstra’s shortest-path algorithm, which has a time complexity of \(O((E + V) \times \log(V))\). Finally, inserting checkpointing instructions into the code involves examining each edge of the analyzed path, and can be performed in linear time, specifically \(O(E)\). Overall, the time complexity of analyzing a path is \(O((E + V) \times \log(V) + E^2)\).

Since, in SCHEMATIC, a path is analyzed only if one of its basic blocks has not already been analyzed, there is at most one path analyzed per basic block. As a result, there will be a maximum of V analyses performed, leading to an overall polynomial complexity of \(O(V \times ((E + V) \times \log(V) + E^2))\) for analyzing.

Empirically, the execution time of the analysis of SCHEMATIC is around 1 min (71 s on average) when applied on the benchmarks considered in Section IV.

### IV. Experimental evaluation

Contrary to many intermittent computing systems, SCHEMATIC memory allocation enables the execution of applications even when their data exceeds VM size. This property is evaluated in Section IV-B. SCHEMATIC also provides automatic placement of checkpointing operations to guarantee forward progress. This facility is evaluated in Section IV-C. Section IV-D compares the energy consumption of SCHEMATIC with the one of related techniques. The memory allocation performed by SCHEMATIC is evaluated in Section IV-E. Finally, the impact of the capacitor size on consumed energy is studied in Section IV-F. The experimental setup is first presented in Section IV-A.

#### A. Experimental setup

1. **Target hardware and energy model:** Our experiments target the MSP430FR5969 [12], a deterministic low-power platform with a 64 KB ferromagnetic RAM NVM and a 2 KB SRAM VM. By default a 16 MHz operating frequency is assumed.

The worst-case energy consumption model used in experiments focuses on CPU energy consumption. We use the same energy model (taken from ALFRED [17]) for a fair comparison between all techniques. The energy spent per instruction is calculated from the instruction execution time and the type of memory access (VM or NVM) (see [17] for details). We do not currently consider the energy consumption of peripheral devices in our model, since the tested benchmarks are not using peripherals.

2. **Baselines:** We compared SCHEMATIC with four baselines: RATCHET, MEMENTOS, ROCKCLIMB and ALFRED. These techniques were selected because they all rely on static selection of checkpoints locations as SCHEMATIC does.

   - **RATCHET** [9] is designed for systems only equipped with NVM. To deal with memory incoherence resulting from re-executions, RATCHET leverages compile-time instrumentation to place static checkpoints, in order to break write-after-read dependencies (such as incrementing a variable). Since RATCHET does not use VM, the CPU registers are the only volatile data to checkpoint. We use RATCHET as an All-NVM baseline.
• **MEMENTOS [8]** only uses VM as working memory and relies on compile-time selection of potential checkpointing locations. At runtime, MEMENTOS takes decisions about whether a checkpoint should be skipped or not, given the energy left. To estimate the energy available, it measures the voltage across the capacitor. MEMENTOS is used as an All-VM baseline, since it uses NVM only for checkpointing.

• **ROCKCLIMB [18]** is a compile-time checkpoint placement algorithm using only NVM as working memory. The first compiler pass of ROCKCLIMB systematically places checkpoints at loop headers and before function calls. Its second pass is responsible for inserting additional checkpoints, if needed, to ensure forward progress: it traverses the program CFG and adds checkpoints on the paths for which the energy consumption between successive checkpoints is higher than \( E_B \). We re-implemented ROCKCLIMB and its *loop unrolling* optimization. That optimization unrolls loops to avoid saving checkpoints at each loop iteration (we nonetheless limit the unrolling factor to 10 to keep code size limited).

• **ALFRED [17]** is the only compile-time technique that, like SCHEMATIC, uses both VM and NVM as working memories. It reduces checkpointing overhead, by performing deferred restoration of variables (on their first read) and anticipated saving of variables (on their last write). ALFRED does not impose a checkpoint placement strategy and rather relies on existing work for static checkpoint selection. When reaching a checkpoint, only the CPU registers are saved in NVM, since all other volatile data has been saved previously. VM in ALFRED is used as much as possible, to reduce energy consumption.

For MEMENTOS and ALFRED, we placed checkpoints on loop latches, as described in the MEMENTOS publication [8].

c) **Tools and implementation:** Similarly to ALFRED, SCHEMATIC operates on the Intermediate Representation (IR) of the LLVM compiler infrastructure [19] (*version 8*), more precisely, on the textual representation of the IR generated by the **clang** compiler. To allow a fair comparison between techniques, all of them were re-implemented inside **SCEPTIC** [13,20], the infrastructure developed by the authors of ALFRED. **SCEPTIC** allows the analysis, modification and emulation of programs at the IR level. It enables precise monitoring of the energy consumption, allowing to understand how the available energy is utilized (computation, memory accesses, . . .)

SCHEMATIC is implemented in multiple compilation passes. The first one (already implemented in SCEPTIC) gathers information about the targets of the load and store instructions. Then, the CFG of the program, augmented with the data gathered by the first pass, is fed into the central pass of SCHEMATIC, which selects checkpoints placement and memory allocation as described in Section III. The two final passes modify the program by setting the memory targeted by load/store operations according to the computed memory allocations and inserting save/restore operations.

In the current implementation of SCHEMATIC, variables accessed through pointers are systematically allocated in NVM. By doing so, we guarantee that their addresses do not change during the program execution. We believe this does not cause much performance loss since variables accessed through pointers are usually large arrays that SCHEMATIC would probably allocate in NVM.

The evaluation of the runtime behavior of SCHEMATIC, ALFRED, ROCKCLIMB, RATCHET and MEMENTOS relies on the SCEPTIC emulator, which executes programs at IR level, under intermittent power supply. To determine when power failures happen in a simple and reproducible way, the emulator relies on periodic power failures, through the notion of *time between power failures* (TBPF), which defines the time interval in cycles between power failures [9,18,21]. The SCEPTIC emulator monitors several program metrics at the IR level and provides bindings to map those metrics to machine-specific metrics, in particular the MSP430FR5969 energy consumption.

Execution traces of the basic blocks used by SCHEMATIC for checkpoint placement and memory allocation were generated using the SCEPTIC emulator by executing each benchmark 1000 times with randomly-generated inputs for each run.

d) **Benchmarks:** SCHEMATIC is evaluated on the MiBench2 benchmark suite [22]. We restrict our analysis to the benchmarks whose overall memory consumption is lower than 64 KB, the NVM size of the MSP430FR5969. We also rule out benchmarks *stringsearch* and *rsa* that does not execute correctly on the current version of SCEPTIC. The evaluated benchmarks, that include the ones used in the evaluation of ALFRED in [17], are: aes, basicmath, bitcount, crc, dijkstra, fft, randmath and rc4.

### B. Ability to support limited VM space

Volatile memory size can rapidly become a restricting factor on low-power embedded platforms, even with very small programs. To the best of our knowledge, no mixed VM/NVM memory allocation method takes this constraint into account. To highlight this issue, we have evaluated, for each studied technique (RATCHET, MEMENTOS, ROCKCLIMB, ALFRED and SCHEMATIC) if it could execute the benchmarks on a MSP430FR5969 board (64 KB NVM, 2 KB VM). Results are given in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RATCHET</th>
<th>MEMENTOS</th>
<th>ROCKCLIMB</th>
<th>ALFRED</th>
<th>SCHEMATIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✓✓✓✓✓✓✓ ✓✓✓✓✗✗✓✗ ✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓ ✓✓✓✓✗✗✓✗ ✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓</td>
<td>✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓ ✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓ ✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓ ✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓ ✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**: ✓**: the benchmark can be executed with the limited VM size

**: X**: VM size is not large enough

**TABLE I**

**ABILITY TO SUPPORT LIMITED VM SPACE.** **THE SERIES OF EIGHT SYMBOLS REPRESENTS THE BENCHMARKS:** aes, basicmath, bitcount, crc, dijkstra, fft, randmath, rc4.
larger than the VM size, which is the case for dijkstra (that needs 30 KB of VM), fft (16.7 KB) and rc4 (6.5 KB).

ALFRED relocates memory accesses to use VM only when profitable regarding energy consumption. However, since it uses the same offset to access both data in VM and data in NVM, a large VM size (identical to NVM size) is needed, even if only a few bytes are actually accessed. This explains why ALFRED, like VM-only techniques, is unable to run benchmarks dijkstra, fft and rc4.

SCHEMATIC takes benefit of the energy reduction provided by VM while accounting for its limited capacity. It is therefore able to run all the benchmarks for any data size.

Overall, only RATCHET, ROCKCLIMB and SCHEMATIC are able to execute all benchmarks with the VM size of the MSP430FR5969 platform. However compared to RATCHET and ROCKCLIMB, SCHEMATIC takes benefit from the energy reduction resulting from the use of VM.

C. Ability to enforce forward progress

The ability of the studied techniques to enforce forward progress is evaluated by testing them on the same simple intermittency scenario, consisting of periodic power failures of period TBPF (time interval between power failures). The techniques were tested for different values of TBPF, that were chosen according to the duration of the benchmarks. We measured the execution time (in clock cycles, with all data in VM) of the benchmarks to select a range of TBPF that allows us to cover different situations, from no failure during the program execution to frequent failures (see Table II). The resulting TBPF are 1k, 10k, and 100k clock cycles. For each value of TBPF we set $E_B$ to the average amount of energy that is consumed by the platform in the interval.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Execution time (in clock cycles)</th>
<th>Minimal number of power failures for TBPF= 1k 10k 100k</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aes</td>
<td>1079 363</td>
<td>1080 108 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>basicmath</td>
<td>169 599</td>
<td>170 17 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bitcount</td>
<td>819 411</td>
<td>820 82 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crc</td>
<td>41 133</td>
<td>42 5 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dijkstra</td>
<td>1381 746</td>
<td>1382 139 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fft</td>
<td>377 578</td>
<td>378 38 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>randmath</td>
<td>15 062</td>
<td>16 2 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rc4</td>
<td>437 335</td>
<td>438 44 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table II**

| Execution time and minimal number of power failures for each time between power failures per benchmark (in clock cycles)

Table III shows if the benchmarks finish their execution or not, for all baselines and TBPF values.

ALFRED, MEMENTOS and RATCHET do not adapt to the platform characteristics thus they cannot ensure forward progress for small values of TBPF. ROCKCLIMB and SCHEMATIC, on the other hand, adapt their checkpoint placement to always ensure forward progress. We consider a TBPF of 10k as a good trade-off between extreme-intermittency and no-intermittency for the benchmarks considered. Therefore, we used this value for the experiments presented in Sections IV-D and IV-E.

D. Overall energy consumption

Reducing the energy consumption of intermittent programs is crucial, as it enables battery-less devices to accomplish more computations with the same amount of harvested energy. This also reduces the time spent replenishing the capacitor, thereby improving the system’s throughput. This section evaluates the energy consumption of the eight considered benchmarks (intermittency management included) for periodic power failures.

Figure 6 displays the energy consumption of the considered benchmarks for a TBPF of 10k cycles for all analyzed techniques. Each bar in the figure splits the energy consumption in four categories:

- Computation (✓): energy for program execution, including the energy cost of memory accesses, and excluding the energy costs of re-executions after a power failure for the techniques that need re-executions;
- Save (✓✓): cumulated energy spent saving volatile data in NVM at checkpoint locations. This energy cost depends on the number of checkpoints saved and the size of checkpointed data;
- Restore (✓✓✓): cumulated energy spent restoring volatile data when re-starting the platform after a power outage;
- Re-execution (✓✓✓✓): cumulated energy spent re-executing code for the techniques that roll-back to the previous checkpoint after a power failure.

Common observations can be made regardless of the benchmark under analysis.

First, SCHEMATIC allows in general a reduction of the overall energy consumption compared to the other solutions. On average, SCHEMATIC consumes 51% less energy than the four baselines (the comparison was performed on the benchmarks that completed only).

Secondly, SCHEMATIC and ROCKCLIMB do not spend any energy in re-execution as they safely place checkpoints in the program and wait for full-replenishment of the capacitor.

Third, the energy consumption devoted to computations differs among techniques. This comes from their different memory allocations. As expected, MEMENTOS consumes the least energy in program execution since all data is allocated in VM, unlike RATCHET and ROCKCLIMB, which store all data in NVM. ALFRED and SCHEMATIC, on the other hand, opt for mixed memory allocation allowing them to consume less than All-NVM techniques.

Fourth, in comparison to the other techniques, SCHEMATIC saves checkpoints far less often and for a reduced subset of
memory. Thus, the overall overheads for saving volatile data in Schematic are smaller than those of the other techniques.

Finally, Schematic and Rockclimb tend to spend more energy in variable restoration compared to the other techniques. This comes from the fact that both techniques save and restore volatile data at all checkpoint locations, conservatively assuming that the platform goes into deep sleep and thus VM is lost. A more efficient handling of the sleep modes (e.g., that would avoid saving data when there is enough energy to do so) is left for future work. It should be noted that, even in this case, there is still an incompressible cost for saving/restoring variables whose memory mapping is changed at the checkpoint.

In summary, checkpoint placement and memory allocation in Schematic results in significant reduction of energy consumption. As for the execution time, similar experiments were conducted and show analogous results with an overall execution time reduction of 54% on average compared to related techniques.

E. Quality of memory allocation in Schematic

Schematic aims at reducing the energy consumed by a program by taking advantage of hybrid VM/NVM architectures. In order to measure how Schematic benefits from data allocation in VM, we compared the Schematic algorithm (joint checkpoint placement and memory allocation) to a modified version of Schematic called All-NVM, where no memory allocation in VM is performed (all data is stored in NVM). We focus on the energy spent for the computations, excluding energy used for intermittency management. We split the overall energy usage into three categories: computations without memory accesses, VM accesses and NVM accesses. Results are displayed in Figure 7.

For all benchmarks, memory allocation in VM allows to greatly reduce the energy usage: on average, Schematic requires 25% less energy compared to All-NVM. The memory allocation of Schematic allows to efficiently exploit the VM capabilities, with 69% of the memory accesses performed targeting VM on average, representing 33% of the energy spent on computations.

F. Impact of capacitor size

The size of the energy buffer ($E_B$) plays an important role in the energy consumption of all techniques, as a small $E_B$ results in more frequent power failures. The impact of the energy budget on the energy consumption is depicted in Figure 8 for the five techniques on benchmark crc (that was selected because it best illustrates the influence of $E_B$ on energy consumption).

As one could expect, the overall cost of intermittency management (sum of $\square$, $\bigcirc$ and $\bigotimes$) decreases when $E_B$ increases. However, the decrease is smaller for Alfred and Ratchet than for Schematic, because their placement of checkpoints (and therefore energy for saving variables in NVM) does not depend on the platform characteristics, and is therefore constant. Memento performs conditional checkpointing given the energy available at runtime, thus it adapts to the variation energy budget. Rockclimb adapts its checkpoint placement to the platform characteristics. However, as it places checkpoints on all loop headers and before all function calls, its checkpointing and restore overhead stays
high. In contrast, for Schematic, both save and restore costs decrease when the value of $E_B$ increases because fewer checkpoints are added to the program.

V. RELATED WORK

The early research in intermittent computing mostly focused on different methods to ensure that programs will eventually terminate (forward progress). To do so, snapshots of volatile data are regularly saved into non-volatile memory to keep track of the program progress. Some solutions, called dynamic checkpointing [10,11,23,24] rely on hardware components to monitor the available energy, and trigger a save operation right before a power failure. Other techniques focused on static checkpointing [8,9,18,25–27] consisting of inserting backup operations at regular intervals in the program binary. Dynamic checkpointing techniques feature important adaptability to the varying harvesting conditions, at the cost of an important runtime overhead. On the opposite, static checkpointing techniques come with low run-time overhead, as they allow precise control over the data to be checkpointed. Furthermore, static checkpointing techniques support atomic sections, which make them suitable for peripheral handling. Schematic falls in the category of static checkpointing techniques, and takes benefit of compiler insight about the code structure and its energy consumption.

Many techniques exist to save volatile data. Some techniques copy entire memory regions [8,11] while others are more precise. Being more precise nonetheless requires either to dynamically keep track of the memory usage [28–31], to rely on user annotations [32], or to perform compile-time analysis [9,17,33]. Schematic avoids saving entire memory regions using a simple compile-time analysis of variable liveness.

Early solutions often selected a single class memory as working memory: either VM [8,11,13,34] or NVM [9,10]. Using VM as working memory allows faster and more energy-efficient computations but comes at an important checkpointing overhead. On the other hand, NVMs do not need to be checkpointed but can be subject to memory anomalies: upon a restart after a power failure, a portion of the program may be re-executed and re-apply operations on NVM data [13,14], such as incrementing a variable twice. To mitigate this issue, many solutions have been developed [9,35].

Recently, Choi et al., proposed a method called ROCKCLIMB [18] which prevents the consequences of code re-execution, by guaranteeing that no power failure can happen during program execution. To do so, ROCKCLIMB places checkpoints at compile-time such that from one checkpoint it is possible to reach the next checkpoint(s) with the energy of a full capacitor. Then, at run-time, ROCKCLIMB shuts down the platform when a checkpoint is reached, and resumes execution only when the capacitor is full. ROCKCLIMB and Schematic rely on the same technique to avoid memory anomalies. However, Schematic benefits from energy reduction due to its dual VM/NVM memory allocation and its efficient loop and function handling.

So-called task-based solutions use both VM and NVM. They leverage compile-time variable liveness analysis [36,37] or user-provided annotations [32,33,38,39] to determine which variables are task-local and which ones are shared between tasks. The variables used only in a task are then allocated in VM, whereas the variables shared between tasks are allocated to NVM. While task-based techniques result in important energy savings, they do not not take into account the limited size of the VM. Moreover, some shared variables, because they are referenced frequently, would deserve to be allocated in VM. This observation made Jayakumar et al., propose an Energy-Aware memory mapping method for NVM-VM systems [40]. The proposed method evaluates, for each function, where to allocate the data and stack sections (VM or NVM), using energy measurements. Compared to Schematic, the allocation of entire sections is coarse-grain and therefore does not allow for variable-level allocations.

Maioli and Mottola recently developed ALFRED [17]. ALFRED works on a program already instrumented with a static checkpointing technique, and determines at compile-time where variables should be allocated (VM or NVM). It also introduces deferred and anticipated checkpointing by saving variables on their last access preceding a checkpoint. ALFRED uses the energy-efficient VM as much as possible, while enabling forward progress using NVM. However, memory allocation in ALFRED assumes that VM is large enough to store all variables. In contrast, Schematic accounts for the limited size of VM when deciding on variable allocation, and further performs memory allocation jointly with checkpoint placement.

VI. DISCUSSION

Schematic, as many intermittent computing systems [11, 18,41], relies on the energy buffer characteristics to ensure the system safety (forward progress and absence of memory anomalies, cf. II-B). However, the capacity of the energy buffer may change over time for a given capacitor due to aging or temperature variations [16].

Fortunately, models exist to reflect the impact of aging/temperature on capacitor size [42]. Such models can be used to: (i) select a capacitor size that will be valid for a certain period
of time (resp. temperature range); (ii) program an over-the-air update [43] when the selected capacitor size is not valid anymore.

It is important to note that underestimating the energy buffer capacity or overestimating the WCEC results in conservative checkpoint placement but does not impact the device operability. Furthermore, any energy surplus resulting from the conservative approach will shorten the duration of the hibernation phase.

In the event of a power failure occurring between two checkpoints, our technique detects that it restarted from the same checkpoint twice and restores the system to its initial state. If such events occur frequently over time, one could recalculate checkpoint placement using a smaller capacitor size and perform an over-the-air update [43].

In this work we focused on the CPU energy consumption, but our technique could easily be extended to incorporate peripheral devices in the analysis. To achieve this, we would require WCEC estimation techniques that consider peripheral devices [44] and we would need the user to delimit atomic sections for code using peripheral devices, in which checkpoint placement would be forbidden.

**Note on the usage of harvested energy:** Since the rate at which energy builds up in the capacitor is by nature unpredictable, SCHEMATIC does not consider harvested energy but only the maximum available energy in the capacitor ($E_{tB}$). Nevertheless, energy harvesting benefits SCHEMATIC, as it reduces the amount of time spent in sleep mode, waiting for the capacitor to replenish.

**VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS**

This paper presents SCHEMATIC, a compiler technique that automates checkpoint placement and memory allocation to minimize energy consumption in intermittent computing systems. SCHEMATIC ensures forward progress, and adapts checkpoint placement and memory allocation to architectural parameters (size of the energy buffer, volume of volatile memory). An experimental evaluation of SCHEMATIC shows that it is capable of executing benchmarks in situations where other solutions could not (short intervals between failures, small volatile memories). Experiments also shows that it allows significant energy reductions compared to existing systems.

As future work, one direction is to reduce the volume of data saved at each checkpoint by improving the liveness analysis of variables performed in SCHEMATIC. Pointer management could also be improved to allow the pointed variables to change their memory allocation using static point-to analysis. Finally, a direction would be to take advantage of the low-energy sleep modes of the MSP430, to avoid saving the entire volatile data (variables and registers) at every checkpoint.
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